
Series:  PEACE.  Part 7:  “LET’S GO ON AN EXPEDITION OF PEACE.”  (Psalm 34:14)
   Sunday, May 31, 2020

     (Introduction)  Last week as we looked at James 3:18, we saw as followers of Christ we are to be 
“peacemakers” and sow peace in such a way as to reap a harvest of righteousness.  The image I tried to give 
you is this, “As Christians we should be Farmers of Peace.”  We should actively sow in peace in such as way 
that bears the fruit of righteousness in our lives and in the lives of others.
     Today let’s get another picture in our minds about “peace.”  “LET’S GO ON AN EXPEDITION OF PEACE!”  
Look with me at Psalm 34:14 - “Turn from evil and do good; seek peace and pursue it.”  ESV. You’ve probably 
seen some things about “expeditions” on TV, online or in magazines and books before.  People will set out on a 
expedition…on a trip or journey, to find something important…to find something valuable!  People on an 
expedition take great risk, expense and difficulty to pursue and find whatever they are looking for.  The dictionary 
gives us this information about the word “Expedition” - “a journey or voyage undertaken by a group of people 
with a particular purpose, especially that of exploration, scientific research, or war.”  So what I am suggesting is 
this…we are the followers of Christ, we need to go on a journey, a voyage, with the particular purpose of 
pursuing peace!  We need to go on an expedition to explore peace.  And for anyone who might suggest, 
but that is in the Old Testament…for clarity, God inspired Peter to quote from Psalm 34 in the New 
Testament - 1 Peter 3:10-11 - For whoever desires to love life and see good days, let him keep his tongue from 
evil and his lips from speaking deceit; let him turn away from evil and do good; let him seek peace and 
pursue it.  ESV  So as Christians, if we want to love life and see good days, we need to turn from evil, do 
good and SEEK PEACE AND PURSUE PEACE!
     Questions:  How many of you desire to love life?  How many of you want to see good days?  If you 
really mean that, you need to turn away from evil and turn toward doing good…and chase after peace. We 
need to go on an expedition by seeking and pursuing peace!  Peace can be a difficult thing to find many 
times in life.  You think you are getting a degree of peace in your grasp, only to see something change and it slip 
away.  Most of our world has been facing a void or absence of peace lately.  COVID-19 has shaken 
everything up in our culture.  Peace and security, for many people, has been replaced by fear, doubt, 
anxiety, uncertainty, etc…
     Our culture has been in “shut down mode” for long enough, that as things begin to open back up, people 
are fearful.  Buzz words like “social media” have been replaced with “social distancing.”   “Doing life 
together” has been substituted with “Zooming life together.”  So as we begin to look toward whatever the 
“new normal” might be, many people are feeling like they are departing on an “expedition into the 
unknown.”  All of these things are reasons why we need to “go on an expedition of peace!”  So let’s 
reference our “expedition map.”  Let’s see what directions we need to follow as we go on an “expedition” 
or "road trip” of peace.

1. “EVIL UP AHEAD” - TAKE A DETOUR HERE!

Psalm 34:14a - “Turn from evil…” ESV. 
- “Turn” / “Depart” -  to turn off; behead; decline; depart; eschew; lay away; leave undone; rebel; 

revolt; be sour; take away, turn aside or away; withdraw.
- “Evil” - bad; evil; adversity; affliction; calamity’ displease; distress; and evil-favoredness; harm; 

hurtful; mischief; wretchedness; misery; trouble; wicked.
All of us have been on a road trip and see a sign warning of something ahead…road 
construction…accident…bridge out…and then there will be a “detour sign.”  The detour sign is 
there to direct you around whatever obstacle or danger that was ahead on the road you were 
traveling.  So think about Psalm 34:14a being like a “take a detour here” sign.  As followers of 
Christ, we are to avoid evil.  When we are presented with the temptation to do something 
against God’s Will, we are to “Turn”…“Depart!”  If “evil” is ahead, take the detour sign! 
Consider all the meaning in the word studies I shared with you a moment ago.  We are to turn off 
from evil…from anything bad.  We are to turn off from adversity, from things that cause affliction, 
calamity…turn off things that bring displeasure or distress to God!  We should turn off…turn away 
from anything that causes us to favor evil…turn away from whatever is harmful, hurtful, mischief, 
wretched, causes misery, or trouble.  We are to turn away from what is wicked.  The word translated 
“turn from” can also be translated “behead.”  So maybe we should “execute or put to death” evil in 
our lives.  When we see “evil up ahead” we should “decline; depart; eschew; lay away from your 



life; and leave evil undone!”  We should “rebel or revolt against evil”…“be soured up” when it 
comes to evil!  When evil is ahead, turn aside or away…withdraw to another path!  TAKE A 
DETOUR!
Easier said than done?  Probably…but we are to look for a door of escape when it comes to 
temptation and evil.  (1 Corinthians 10:13 - “No temptation has overtaken you that is not common to 
man.  God is faithful, and He will not let you be tempted beyond your ability, but with the temptation 
He will also provide the way of escape, that you may be able to endure it.”  ESV). God provides 
“detour signs”…escape routes!  We just have to look for them…ask for them.

2. “GOOD UP AHEAD” - BIBLICAL LANDMARKS!

Psalm 34:14b - “…and do good;…”  ESV  
- “and do” - to do or make, in the broadest sense and widest application; accomplish; advance; 

appoint; become; bear; bestow; bring forth; be busy; execute; exercise; fashion; feast; follow; furnish; 
grant; maintain; journey; be occupied; perform; provide.  

- “good” - good in the widest sense; well; beautiful; best; bountiful; cheerful; favor; graciously; kindly; 
pleasant; that which pleases; sweet; welfare; well-favored.  

We are to “Turn from evil”…BUT just doing “the negative” is never enough.  We are also to do 
“the positive” and “DO GOOD.”   So as the words translated “and do good” mean “to do, to make, 
in the broadest sense and widest application…that which is good in the widest sense…that 
which is beautiful; best; bountiful; cheerful; gracious; kindly; pleasant…that which is sweet…
that which brings welfare to others…that which is well favored!   As Christians we are to 
accomplish; advance; appoint; become; bear; bestow; bring forth; be busy with; execute or 
exercise what is good!  We are to “fashion” what is good.  We are to “feast” upon what is good.  We 
are to “furnish” what is good.  As followers of Christ we should “grant” and “maintain” that which is 
good.  We are to “journey” in what is good…“be occupied” with what is good!  We should perform 
and provide what is good!  As we allow the Holy Spirit to guide us to some “detours away from 
evil” in our lives…the Holy Spirit will also guide us and empower us to “Do Good.”  

Consider an expedition or road trip again.  When you take detours, sometimes as you travel there 
will be some signs that let you know a “Historical Landmark” is up ahead.  In other words, 
something you should like to visit that may bring some extra enjoyment along your journey.  
FOR GOD’S PEOPLE…AS WE TAKE DETOURS FROM EVIL WE ARE TO ALSO VISIT, NOT A 
HISTORICAL LANDMARKS…BUT A BIBLICAL LANDMARKS…WE AS FOLLOWERS OF CHRIST 
ARE TO TURN FROM EVIL BUT ALSO DO GOOD!  Goodness should be a “landmark” in the lives 
of Christians!

3. “SCENIC ROUTE AHEAD” - ENJOY THE DRIVE!

Back to our “expedition” or “road trip” illustration.  Also as we travel, we can find some roads that are 
“Scenic routes”…and taking time to drive on the “scenic route” can give you some amazing 
views…some great experiences…some peace in your life as you enjoy the journey.  Maybe we 
should “seek” that kind of peaceful experience more often…get off the “rat-race interstate of life”…
and take the more scenic…the more peaceful route.  Take time to really see others…who Jesus 
died for.  Take time to develop good relationships with others, instead of conflict and friction. The 
Psalmist and Peter, later in the New Testament, advises us to “seek peace and pursue it!”  In 
context of Psalm 34, we are being instructed that if we want to really love life…if we want to see 
good days…we need to keep our tongue from evil and our lips from deceit.  If we fail to do this, 
our relationships with others will be filled with conflict.  So if we want “to love life” and “see 
good days,” we need to “SEEK PEACE AND PURSUE IT!”  Take a more scenic route that avoids 
unnecessary conflict and strive and seek peace and purse peace!

Psalm 34:14c - “…seek peace and pursue it.”  ESV  



- “Seek” - to search out by any method (specifically in worship or prayer); to strive after; ask or beg 
after; beseech; desire; enquire; get; make inquisition; procure or make; require; seek for. 

- “Peace” - Hebrew “shalom” - safe; well; happy, friendly; welfare; health; prosperity; peace; root 
word - to be safe in mind, body or state; to be completed; rest. 

- “Pursue it” - to run after (usually with hostile intent; follow after; hunt.

Slow down and take the scenic route…take time “to seek peace…to search out peace by any 
method”, but especially through worship and prayer.  Take time “to strive after” peace…to “ask, beg 
after…beseech…desire…enquire after and get peace!” Go “make an inquisition” to “procure, make, 
require and seek for peace!”  Seek out, through your relationship with God and others, the “shalom” 
which makes you “safe, well, happy, and friendly.”  Seek out true spiritual and emotional “welfare, 
health and prosperity.”  Seek for peace…for what makes you “safe in your mind, body and state.”  Seek 
for what only Christ can really bring you…A PEACE THAT MAKES YOU “COMPLETED”…A 
PEACE THAT PROVIDES REAL “REST!”  

PURSUE THAT KIND OF PEACE…“RUN AFTER” IT WITH THE SAME INTENSITY YOU MIGHT 
HAVE IF YOU WERE FEELING “HOSTILE INTENT!”  “FOLLOW AFTER” WHAT BRINGS PEACE!  
“HUNT” FOR PEACE! GO ON A HUNTING TRIP…AND HARVEST SOME PEACE FOR YOUR LIFE!  

(Conclusion)  Recently we have gone on “expeditions” we would have rather avoided!  
COVID-19; economic issues; unemployment expeditions for some; the long, hard expedition of 
seeing a love one become sick and die…the expedition of fear…wondering if you will get sick 
yourself…etc…  Those were “expeditions” or “road trips” out of our own control.

BUT WE CAN INTENTIONALLY DECIDE TO “GO ON AN EXPEDITION OR A ROAD TRIP OF 
PEACE!”   How?  If you see “Evil Up Ahead” in your life…take a detour…“turn from evil.”  As 
you journey through life, look for “Good Up Ahead” and make some Biblical Landmark stops 
“and do good” for God and toward others!  Also if you want more peace in your life, learn to 
spiritually take the “Scenic Route Ahead” and enjoy the drive…enjoy your life more as you 
“seek peace and pursue it."

The next two verses give us a good motive to “go on an expedition of peace”…
Psalm 34:15-16 - 15  The eyes of the Lord are toward the righteous and His ears toward their cry.
16  The face of the Lord is against those who do evil, to cut off the memory of them from the earth. 
ESV

God is watching!  God is listening!  And God’s face is against those who do evil!  Let’s go on an 
expedition…a road trip of seeking and pursuing peace!

[INVITATION]. Have you…will you repent…turn from evil?  Will you do more than just turn from evil…
will you turn to God…turn to Christ by faith, trust in Him and then do good?  What are you seeking 
in your life today?  Are you seeking peace?  Are you pursuing peace?  Peace with God and peace with 
others?  If not…why not ask Jesus to change you today?


